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Thank you for purchasing Dimension Streamers. At Dimension,  
we believe in producing quality components that allow riders  
to customize the fit and personality of their bikes for a more 
comfortable and enjoyable ride.

 WARNING: Cycling can be dangerous. Bicycle products  
should be installed and serviced by a professional mechanic. 
Never modify your bicycle or accessories. Read and follow all 
product instructions and warnings including information  
on the manufacturer’s website. Inspect your bicycle before  
every ride. Always wear a helmet.

COMPATIBILITY & INTENDED USE 
Streamers are intended for riders as an additional feature  
to the bike. 

 WARNING: Bare and exposed handlebar tube ends are  
known to cause serious injury. Adults should regularly inspect  
a child’s bike. Damaged or missing bar ends and grips should  
be replaced immediately.

INCLUDED PARTS: 
2 streamers with plugs 

ASSEMBLY 
Streamers come preassembled.  

INSTALLATION 
Press streamer plugs into the end of the grips. Make sure the 
streamers are secure. If not secure, adjust as necessary.

ONGOING MAINTENANCE
Make sure grips are secure and that ends of the handlebar are 
covered by the streamer’s plugs. Ensure streamer plugs are 
correctly inserted into the ends of the handlebar. If streamer  
plugs are not secure or have fallen out, do not continue to ride  
the bike until the end of the handlebar has been filled with a new 
bar end plug. 

LIMITED 2-YEAR WARRANTY
Dimension warrants this new Dimension product against defects 
in materials and workmanship for two (2) years from the original 
date of retail purchase by the consumer. This limited warranty  
is expressly limited to the repair or replacement of the original 
product, at the option of Dimension, and is the sole remedy of the 
warranty. This limited warranty applies only to the original 
purchaser of the Dimension product and is not transferable.
In no event shall Dimension be liable for any loss, inconvenience 
or damage, whether direct, incidental or consequential or 
otherwise resulting from breach of any express or implied 
warranty or condition of merchantability, fitness for a particular 
purpose, or otherwise with respect to this product except as set 
forth herein. This warranty gives the consumer specific legal 
rights, and those rights and other rights may vary from state  
to state.
This warranty does not cover the following:
• Damage due to improper assembly or follow-up maintenance 

or lack of skill, competence or experience of the end user
• Products that have been modified, neglected, used in 

competition or for commercial purposes, misused or abused, 
involved in accidents or anything other than normal use

• Damage or deterioration to the surface finish, aesthetics,  
or appearance of the product

• Normal wear and tear
• Labor required to remove and/or refit and re-adjust the 

product within the bicycle assembly
• Installation of components, parts, or accessories not originally 

intended for or compatible with Dimension products
To the extent not prohibited by law, these warranties are exclusive 
and there are no other express or implied warranties or conditions 
including warranties or conditions of merchantability and fitness 
for a particular purpose.


